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June, and half the year gone! But the best is still to come! Summer, we hope and 

lots of great golf. The attention to detail and cost effective working by our office is 

helping to keep our financial position positive, the expectation is to break even or 

the possibility of going slightly into overdraft by the end of the year. Everything 

depends on causal visiting golfers. This is fairly positive as we have repaid part of 

our machinery loan to members and there is little prospect of repeating last years 

grants. I have had one lady volunteer to help with the office and ideally another 

would be helpful, just let me know if you can help. 

 

Fixtures in June will keep us all busy with open/club competitions and match-play 

ties. The ladies have a full program on Tuesdays and remember to enter the Bower Rose Bowl (mixed) on 
Sunday the 14th of June. Mixed golf is fun and if you need a partner contact Helen McQueen on 860247 
or myself on 07768507019. The Gents section has two premier open competitions this month - the Silver 
Tassie on the 6th and a social evening to follow the prize giving. There is also an over 55’s 4BBB Ted 
Hougie Trophy on the 18th. Talking of Match Play please see the notice board and play ties as soon as 
possible.   

 

A final word and praise for our green staff. Growth has been slow this year with a cold April and May, 
even the best, Wentworth, came in for some adverse comments. We have continued with our program of 
improvement on our greens and this is definitely showing good results. Those who are agronomy minded 
will know that only after the meadow grass has seeded will we get a good fast and true roll. This happens 
early to mid May, but this year it happened in the last week in May. The tees have been scurried and they 
to will fast improve early in June. 

 

Your office and committee are hoping to add to other courses to can play at discounted prices so look to 
the main notice board or ask at the office. 

 

All I can do is wish you longer driving, straighter putts and sun on your back. 

 

Maurice. 

Club Captain  

http://www.kirkcudbrightgolf.co.uk/
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Office Matters 

The Open Competitions of May have been played with encouraging entries. Visiting parties are arriving and 
their comments regarding the course have been very favourable. Please consult the events board and the 
BRS Booking System for available tee times to avoid disappointment.  Remember we need visitors; they 
make a valuable contribution to Club finances. Otherwise all seems to be progressing smoothly with no 
significant outstanding issues. 
  
Now seems a good time to announce my intention to stand down as Club Manager after the 2015 AGM, 
which is on Thursday December 17th. I have been involved in the office for 5 years serving 4 Club Captains. 
In my 70th year I decided it is time for R&R and to enjoy my retirement free from the responsibility and 
commitment the position merits. The timing allows sufficient time for the new incumbent to ‘learn the ropes’ 
and if so desired I will stand down earlier. A change in personal circumstances initiated my decision but I 
believe after 5 years it is time for new ideas. 
 
The lustrum has seen many changes at Kirkcudbright Golf Club, whether all are for the better is not for me 
to judge but the Club is in a stronger financial position than it was in 2010. It is my sincere hope that we 
continue to improve our capital and facilities but it will be a difficult task. In an era of declining membership 
and reduced visitor income   we must cut our cloth accordingly there will be difficult decisions in the future. 
We must decide what the Club needs, not what the Club wants. 
  
As the course has become busier there have been a number of comments to the office regarding the pace 
of play, so finally a parable of sorts. 
 
In an earlier life I was an outside broadcast cameraman; in 1966 I was operating a camera at the 18th green 
at Wentworth, the event was the World Match play Championship, that doyen of golf commentators Henry 
Longhurst was observing events. As the 2 protagonists approached the putting surface dear Henry launched 
into one of his famed diatribes. I cannot claim my account is verbatim, the years occasioning ‘lapsus 
memoriae’, 
 
‘I do not know where this game is going it has taken them three hours forty minutes to reach the 18th green, 
they know where they are going, someone is carrying their clubs and it is match play. At this rate a round is 
going to take four hours. Three to three and a half hours is more than enough for a round of golf’.  
 
At the time I did not play or understand golf but the words of the exasperated sage remain indelible in my 
memory. Conclusion?  The pace of life may be quicker but has the speed of play slowed down? 
 
Slow play blights golf. If you wish to take longer that is not a problem, as a member it is your right, but 
please invite quicker players through, it is not a sign of weakness, it is courtesy, it is ETIQUETTE and it is 
covered in the Rules of Golf. 
 
Tony Reason 
Manager 
 
 
NB: We are looking at the idea of presenting some of the Gents trophies for the season so far, at the Tassie 
Prize Giving on Saturday 6th June. Keep an eye out for more details to follow over the coming few days. 
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E.G.G.S 

Syd Pascoe Gents Senior Open. 
 
The Syd Pascoe Senior Open was played on Friday 15th May.  92 players from various clubs took part in 
the competition, as always John and his team had the course in great condition, weather was blustery 
but it did not affect some very good scoring as the results show. 
 
The Captain welcomed Dee Pascoe, (wife of Syd) and invited her to present the prizes to the winners. 
The overall winner was Eggs member Peter Haynes with a score of 41 points.  Well done to Peter who 
has only been playing golf for 3 years. 
 
Category A.     Category B 
 
1st  B.McVinnie Dbt 40 points        1st  Drummond N/S 41 Points 
2nd A.Kinnell KBT 39 points          2nd A.Montgomery KBT 40 points 
3rd Gordon KBT 39 points          3rd J.Aitken KBT 40 points 
4th Gibson S/ness 38 Points          4th  D. Craven KBT 40 points  
 
The captain in his closing speech thanked Dee Pascoe and all the people who had helped on the day 
and he expressed his disappointment that some of the prizewinners did not turn up to receive their prize.  
 
The vice-Captain presented Dee Pascoe with flowers. 

Ladies Section 

The Mayday Bank Holiday saw the Ladies at Loudon Gowf Club for their outing. It was an enjoyable 
day; the weather was excellent, the golf mixed. Loudon is a parkland course, quite tight with a lot of 
trees, which kept getting in the way. The winner was the Lady Captain on the better inward half from 
Karen Shamash... sorry, Karen, better luck next year! 
 
The D C Dodds Trophy was played on May 11th, with ten couples taking part. Congratulations to the 
winners, Margaret McGarrie and John Gibb Smith. Thanks to Myra and Jock for their generosity and 
continued support. 
 
Fourteen teams took part in the Cresset Texas Scramble on May 17th and nearly everyone got round 
dry. Thanks to Shona for feeding us and to John and his team for having the course in such good 
condition. 
 
Thanks also to Donald Shamash for presenting the prizes. The winners were Doddies Weans: Liz 
Dodds, Pam Watson, Sally Downs and Helen McQueen. 
 
The May medal was won by Liz Dodds. This was also the day when we donated money for a local 
cause. This year we are supporting the Renal Unit at Kirkcudbright hospital. We have raised £72.51p to 
date. We are very grateful to the EGGS who are donating £90 from the D C Dodds competition. The 
money will be going to the unit in the next few weeks 
 
Enjoy your golf 

 

Helen 
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2-holers from Flag Day competition 

On Saturday 23rd May in glorious sunshine 46 juniors teed it up in our annual flag competition. Keeping it 
simple, they get 36 shots to get as far as they can over a shortened 9-hole course. The flag goes in the 
ground where their 36th shot finishes and the person that gets the furthest is the winner. There was huge 
competition in each of the classes and we narrowly missed needing a measuring tape to sort out the 
winners. Everyone enjoyed the different format and the excellent weather. 
 
Winners 
18 hole Cameron Gray, 14-hole Jack Norman, 9-hole Oscar McLellan, 5-hole Frank Porteous, 2-hole 
Tessa Hall. 
 
Thanks to Nat Little and Alan Anderson for their help on the day and to Shona who kept everyone fed. 

 

Junior News 

9-holers from Flag Day competition 

Pictured right is the South of Scotland under 16 team that took on 

Cumbria under 16’s at Lockerbie on Sunday 24th May.  Kirkcudbright 

Golf Club was well represented with Nathan, William and Cameron. 

Nathan and William were paired together to lead out the morning 

foursomes. William smashed his first tee shot over 300yards leaving 

Nathan 50 yards to the green and duly came home with the first point 

winning 2 up. Cameron was paired with fellow Kirkcudbrightshire team 

member Ian Rae from Dalbeattie. They got off to a flying start and 

managed to hold on to half their match. These were the only points the 

South won and were trailing by a point going into the afternoon singles. 

Nathan as captain led out the team and seemed to enjoy the responsibility putting an early point on the 
board for the South winning 4&3. William fought the whole way round and narrowly lost on the 18th. 
Cameron got 3 up early in his match but had to dig deep to take it down the 18th where he hit a great tee 
shot to 4 feet to win his match 1up. The rest of the team fought hard against an older and more 
experienced Cumbrian side and the South won the singles by 1 point. Final result South 6 points Cumbria 
6 points. 

 

The future of Junior golf looks to be in good hands and it is great to see Kirkcudbright Golf Club being 
part of that. 

 

The other members of the team are Jamie Marchbank (Dumfries & Galloway), Corey Brown and Mitchell 
Cowie (Dumfries & County) Ryan Cano (Thornhill) 

 

Pam 
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June Coaching Segment with PGA Golf Professional, David Broadfoot 

 

This month I'm going to explain the importance of the finish position and what it can tell us 
about your golf swing.  The finish position is often overlooked but it can tell us a great deal 
about various factors of your swing....... 

 

Let's look at the ideal finish position in pictures 1 & 2. 

 

There are a few things to notice in these pictures: 

 

1.  The full rotation of the body.  Notice how my whole body has fully rotated towards my 
target.  My belt buckle and my chest are now pointing directly at my target.  This enables me 
to create maximum club-head speed resulting in longer shots. 

 

2.  The full shift of weight to my left side.  Notice how I am on the tip of my right foot.  All my 
weight is now firmly planted into my left leg showing a full shift of weight.  Again, this helps to 
create maximum speed and also encourages more solid contact with the ball. 

 

3.  The club behind my neck.  This shows a full release with no holding back or 
restriction.  This tells me that I was fully committed to the shot and made a full swing through 
the ball. 

 

Now let's take a look at a common finish position amongst many amateurs in picture 3. 

 

This is the type of finish position I see on a regular basis when I am teaching.  Again, let's take 
note of a few key points: 

 

1.  Body rotation - notice how the body hasn't fully rotated into the finish compared to pictures 
1 & 2.  This swing now becomes a hands & arms swing meaning a big loss of speed and 
power as the body is not rotating with the club. 

 

2.  Weight shift - the right foot is still almost flat on the ground with a lot of weight still on the 
right leg.  This is what we call 'hanging back.'  This makes it very difficult to strike the ball well 
and will likely result in either fat or thin strikes.  Even with good contact on the ball, the shots 
will likely be high and weak.  This can happen as a result of poor weight shift during the 
backswing. 

 

3.  Short follow through - notice how the club is nowhere near behind the neck.  This is 
because the body hasn't rotated and the weight hasn't shifted to the left.  Now the impact with 
the ball becomes a 'scoop' with the hands and arms and there isn't enough speed to get to a 
full finish. 

 

(Picture 1) 

(Picture 2) 

(Picture 3) 

Hopefully this gives you a better understanding of your finish position.  Don't underestimate the importance of finishing 
the swing well.  It can make a big difference to your shots. 
 
JUNE LESSON OFFER - Buy 2, get 1 free!  Throughout June I'll give you a 3rd lesson free when you purchase 
2 lessons as a package.  Don't miss it! 
 
Please get in touch to book your lessons.  I am available morning, afternoon & evening, 7 days a week. 
 
Thanks for reading, 
 
David Broadfoot, 
PGA Golf Professional, 
Tel: 07894 319236, email: dbroadfoot87@gmail.com 

mailto:dbroadfoot87@gmail.com


 

 

 

Player Profile 

In the hot seat this month, fresh from his Major triumph in the Cally Cup at Gatehouse, is a man who 
needs no introduction. Club vice-president and former Captain Donald Shamash is amongst the longest 
serving members at Kirkcudbright Golf Club and has been instrumental over the years in ensuring that it 
is the great club we continue to enjoy today! Here’s what Donald had to say. 
  
What’s your handicap Donald? 
6.1 
 
What’s the best course you’ve played? 
I’ve loved playing beautiful courses particularly La Gomera of Tenerife and Leopard Creek in South 
Africa, but I think the best is Turnberry.  
 
What would be your best moment in golf? 
To win the Tassie for the first time (this year perhaps) or even to be among the prizewinners for a 
change. 
 
Who would be in your dream 4-ball? 
Walter Hagen, Arnold Palmer and Tom Watson. 
 
Favourite club in your bag?  
Long Handled Putter — soon to be abandoned. 
 
If you could change one thing in the game what would it be? 
To allow the over 70s to continue to use their Long Handled Putters. 
 
Best piece of advice you’ve been given? 
Given to me by John Somerville, former SGU President and Captain of Kirkcudbright Golf Club, after a 
miserable round by me of 85 plus. "If you really want to enjoy your golf, give up your delusions of 
adequacy at the game”. 
 
Bogey hole at Kirkcudbright? 
4th ……….. I think the out of bounds posts on the right of the hole should be on the right hand side of 
the road. 
 
Any golf superstitions? 
None that I can think of. 
 
And finally, away from golf, what else do you get up to? 
I play and teach bridge in the winter. I’m a trustee of the Loch Arthur Camphill Community at Beeswing. 
I support, and occasionally go to watch a football team that wears red (not Liverpool). I enjoy being in 
the garden, and have been known to turn up for work at my office at Galloway Eggs Ltd. However, most 
of my time is spent looking after my wife Karen. 
 
Great stuff Donald – thank you! 
 
 
 
 

Finally don’t forget this is your newsletter. If there’s anything particular you’d like to see included let us know. You 
might have a story or even photos from days gone by we could include. Feel free to pass them on, either to the 
clubhouse or contact me at malcolmk04@yahoo.co.uk. 

And finally … 

mailto:malcolmk04@yahoo.co.uk

